Kirkwood Community College
Daily Project Report

Team Report:
- Foundry Networks have found the bug on the DS3 to Ethernet routers. Matt Oliver says they should have the patch ready by Friday. I will stay in touch with Matt through the weekend. If it is ready by Friday, we will apply the patch on Sat or Sun. Phil has offered to help out with that.
- We have two centers (Marion Center & 5th Ave Resource Center) that will be cutover from DS-3 to Ethernet on Dec. 11. We will be able to interrupt service after 5PM. McLeod has to tear down the DS-3 and install Ethernet cards and test to complete their piece. Then we will have a 100Mg connection to each center.

Phil will be in Marion with the readied Foundry X424 POE PREM. He will patch the ethernet connection into this when McLeod is done.

I will be at the Resource Center. I will have a Config from Matt readied for the 5th Ave Foundry X424 POE PREM.
Mark Salvati - Can you be at the 5th ave resource center to assistance as there are two cisco switches that need modified ?

Darren - If you would like techs with responsibility for these centers to be there for orientation purposes, notify them & us, and we will look forward to meeting them there.

Tests that should be performed when finished are:

- Getting a DHCP address from each center.
- Wireless connections work.
- Check downstream connections to Cisco hardware and verify connectivity from those.
- IPMux11 (Marion) and IPMux14 (5th Ave) are providing clean service to channel banks for voice services.
- VBrick Codecs have connectivity and are seeing and producing the multicast stream.
- Any other tests deemed necessary by the engineers